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A WALK 
FOR THE 

COMMUNITY & 
A BETTER LIFE 
      
 On May 15, 2010, mem-
bers of the Spartan Youth Service 
JOOI Team, will be holding the 
Better Life Walk-A-Thon to raise 
funds for the after-school and 
youth programs at the Lussier 
Community Education Center 
(www.LCECmadison.org).   
        In the LCEC’s youth pro-
grams, kids receive tutoring after 
school, take trips, experience the 
arts, volunteer with younger chil-
dren, plan projects, and connect 
with caring adults.  These pro-
grams serve youth of all ages from 

elementary through high school.    
      Before and after the Better Life 
Walk-A-Thon, there will be carni-
val games and a bake sale.  Par-
ticipants will have the opportunity 
to custom tie-dye their t-shirts for 
$1.00.  

      What are you waiting for? 
A chance to ‘Better The Life’ of 

others is right in front of you.  
Register today and you will be on 
your way to helping both the com-
munity and yourself.  The Better 
Life Walk-A-Thon will be held on 
Saturday, May 15, 2010.  On-site 
registration is from 7:45 to 8:45 
a.m. at Mansfield Stadium.  The 
Walk-A-Thon starts at 9:00 a.m.  A 
special $5.00 advance registration 
fee will be available for Memorial 
Students.  T-shirts will be an ad-
ditional $5.00.  Watch for sign-ups 
in April.   
      Regular advance registration 
fees through April 17th are $20.00/
adults, $10.00/students and $5.00 
for kids 10 and under.  On-site 
registration fees are $25.00/adults, 
$15.00/students and $5.00 for kids 
10 and under.   
      Mark May 15th on your cal-
endar and come join us to support 
this important cause!  For more 
information about participating or 
to make a donation, please check 
our website at www.spartanser-
vice.org/better5k. 
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STATE BASKETBALL 
FANS ARE GOLDEN!

 Photos by Connor Bruesewitz
 Ask early. There are mul-
tiple good reasons for this. First, 
prom details can take a while to 
plan – which group to go with, 
which pre-party and/or after-party 
to attend, where to go to eat, etc. 
Also, girls need time to find a 
dress, and likewise, it’s cruel to 
make a guy find a tux last minute. 
Secondly, if you don’t fast enough, 
someone else might ask the person 
you want to go with, which would 
suck. Finally, nobody wants to 
feel like a last-minute resort, and 
asking them with a week to go will 
inevitably make them feel that way. 
Be creative. If you really want to 
score brownie points, do something 
out of the ordinary, shy mumble. 
This is especially important if 
you’re worried someone else will 
ask the person you’re asking; 
you’ll stand out because everyone 
likes to feel special. Just remember 
to keep limits on your creativity; 
don’t get too crazy. 
 Think before. This goes 
two ways; think about what you’ll 
say before you approach the 
person, because you don’t want to 
have a brain fart and say something 
embarrassing! But also, think about 
who you’re asking. Try to ask 
someone you know you get along 
with; asking someone random can 
lead to at least an awkward night, 
if not a disaster. 

 Be confident. I’m sure 
we’ve all heard how important 
confidence is at some point or an-
other. It’s constantly said because 
it’s true. People notice confident 
people more – in a good way. That 
being said, please don’t be an ar-
rogant jerk. That won’t help you at 
all. 
 Smile. Even if you’re 
nervous, try to smile. A smile will 
instantly put the person you’re ask-
ing at ease, and make them more 
receptive to whatever you say. 
Smiles can work wonders. 
 Don’t be desperate. This 
is a big no no. There’s a clear line 
between flattery and desperate beg-
ging. DO NOT BEG. If the person 
says no, smile and move on; they 
missed out. 
 No date? Keep in mind that 
not having a date is not the end of 
the world. It’s totally fine to just go 
with a group of your friends and 
have a good time. Prom is meant to 
be enjoyed – whether with a date 
or with a group of friends.

--Nancy Gu

Need a Date for Prom? 
Keep these tips in mind. 

Danny Ritchie - “Memorial or die!”

Quinn Moe, Luke Galle - “the student 
section is a dynasty our senior class 
was trying to continue. Its more than 
cheering for us and I think the rest of 
the school had a fun time with it. It’s 
a good way to represent your school 
and go crazy. Being seniors, we tried 
to set an example for the other classes 
and I hope they follow in our foot-
steps.

Nate Haut- “4 State trips, 2 State 
finals, 1 State Championship!”



SENIOR LIFE
Back-to-School Shopping Revisited: College Edition 

  My 18th birthday was just last month, but I’ve already started 
getting supplies for college. It may seem early, but as they say, you can 
never be too early. Anyway, the new bulletin board and comforter made 
me start thinking about the overwhelming amount of stuff I need to buy 
before I go to school next year. I thought that while I was at it, I would 
help all of you out and compile a mega-list so that you don’t have to do 
one on your own. 
 The school supplies you will need will generally be about the 
same as they have been throughout high school. Notebooks, writing uten-
sils, paper, folders, binders and highlighters are no-brainers. What most 
people don’t think about, though, are the items that usually are used by 
your entire family: tape, staplers, paper clips, atlases, envelopes, stamps, 
and dictionaries (both English and a foreign language). Before you leave, 
think about everything you use to do your work – not just the stuff you 
keep in your backpack. On that note, you will probably need a good 
backpack. College textbooks can be very heavy, and the campuses very 
large. Pick a backpack that can not only fit all of your stuff (including a 
laptop) but fits you well: chest straps and padded backs can reduce the 
stress on your back. 
  Most people will probably be living in the dorms their freshman 
year, meaning one very exciting concept: public bathrooms. Make sure 
you have some kind of case or basket to carry your toiletries – it will 
make the trip down the hall a lot easier. Obviously, bring everything you 
use at home. Also, you might want to bring flip flops or some other type 
of water shoes for the shower, as they are public. Other often forgotten 
items include bug spray, sunscreen, band aids, nail polish remover, and a 
personal mirror. Also, have a positive attitude. At least you don’t have to 
share the bathroom with your little brother anymore, right? 
 Even if you are not the neatest person in the world, you still need 
cleaning supplies and ways to store your stuff. For cleaning, remember to 
get the basics: Clorox wipes, a broom, air freshener, a trash can, bleach, 
stain remover, laundry detergent, and paper towels. You might also want 
to consider adhesive hooks for towels, plastic storage bins, and a fold-
ing chair so that not all your stuff ends up on the floor. Also, check your 
school’s policy for lofting beds, as this can add a lot of space to your 
room. 
 In the world we are living in today, electronics are a must. Most 
of you probably know more about them than I do, but make sure you 
have a cell phone, your iPod (or music player of choice) and probably 
a laptop, too, along with all of their chargers. A flash drive will come 
in handy, as well as a fan, a camera, an alarm clock, a refrigerator, and 
possibly a microwave. Don’t forget less common items like a flashlight, 
batteries, a power strip, and light bulbs. If sharing with roommates, check 
up with them beforehand so you guys don’t end up with 5 microwaves 
and no refrigerator. 
 Of course, there are plenty of random items you might want to 
live your life in a dorm room for a year. Many people bring a deck of 
cards, board games, Frisbees, sporting balls, DVDs, and musical instru-
ments. Other useful items include earplugs (if your roommate snores!), a 
hammer, a full length mirror, water bottles, a bike (with lock and helmet), 
and decorations for your room.  
  From here, the college dorm life seems a bit overwhelming, and 
kind of crammed. One way to make the transition easier is to take all of 
the things you will need with you in the beginning. Hopefully this article 
taught you as much as it taught me about all of the things I need to buy 
before the end of August. If you want more information, I got a lot of 
ideas from the College Confidential web site. Good luck, and see you in 
Target this summer!

--Mikaela Wiesse
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STATE BASKETBALL FANS ARE GOLDEN! (Continued)

Kiley Graf, Veronica Zalesak, Stephanie Wilkins - “Soakin’ up some 
Kohl Center rays... HOLLER!”

 Photos by Connor Bruesewitz

Jim Labreche, Brett Wise, Patrick Mather - “Taylor Gang or get sun-
burned”

Cody Cooke - “We Bleed Green”

Andy Greene - “Memorial is 
a place where all your wildest 
dreams come true”

Mikayla Johnson - “Even through 
pain, we come to the game”

Seamus McGuire, Kevin Murray 
- “Winning is everything to us... 
most of the time.”

Cory Newburg - “An example of 
why our student section is the best 
in the state”

Sonam Dorji - “Student section this 
year was one for the record books.”

Coley Heiliger

Nick Groves, Mile Moss & Mark

Kirstin Peters -  “Not only has our 
team created a legacy at the Kohl 
Center, but so has our cheering”



 I can’t help but hesitate whenever someone asks me what Avid is, 
because to me, Avid can’t just be described by saying it’s a college prepa-
ratory class. I think the only people who really know what Avid is about 
are the people experiencing it. One thing you should know off hand is 
that it is NOT a study hall, which confused most of us at the beginning of 
the year. On Mondays, a learning log is turned in, which quickly recalls 
everything learned in all our classes the previous week. On Tuesdays and 
Thursdays we have tutorials, which consist of each student asking two 
high-leveled questions that will be discussed among the tutorial group, 
led by different tutors that can come in and volunteer. The questions can 
be either a level one, level two, or level three question, the level is deter-
mined by how much thought and research was put into the question and 
how open ended it is. I am surprised by how much Avid challenges you. 
I always feel that it should be one of my easiest classes when in real-
ity it is one of my most challenging. It pushes me to think outside of the 
box and be a better student and a better person. One of the most difficult 
parts of Avid is the giant binders you have to lug around from class to 
class. Although difficult, the binder has come to fit nicely into my new 
and improved organized demeanor and I am always coming up with new 
ways for it to fit even better. With a class of 26, all struggling for the 
same goal, it’s easy to tell that we’ve all grown pretty close to each other. 
We all enjoy field trips to tour different colleges throughout the state, and 
work in the art room to accomplish painting projects. Although I might 
never stop disliking tutorials and turning in learning logs, in the long run 
I can see Avid making me a stronger student and a stronger person.
 Avid, or Advancement via Individual Determination, is a 4 year 
program set up to prepare students to succeed in college. It also provides 
us with a challenging curriculum to expand our minds, and make us lead-
ers in society. In this elective course, we learn to take notes in our classes 
and how to review them. Also we learn how to study and prepare for col-
lege essays and the ACTs and SATs. Along with our daily routine, guest 
speakers and field trips are mixed in to help remind us of our goals to 
succeed. We are asked to take Advanced Placement classes and challenge 
ourselves each day. Everyone in the class is working for the same goal of 
a college education, but each individual has his or her own smaller priori-
ties to attend to. If our grades fall below a C, we are put on probation and 
dropped from the class if the grade remains the same by the semester. 
Each student partaking in the elective Avid class is most recognizable by 
the big 3-inch binders that are part of the class requirement. Every Friday 
we have a binder check to see that things are in order, which includes a 
subject divider for each class, at least ten pages of Cornell style notes, 
and an Assignment log after each divider, to record all our assignments 
that we have or have not turned in. One project we have recently been 
working on is our Mandala project, which consists of each student mak-
ing a painting of five things that represent something about ourselves or 
our lives and then writing a one to two page paper discussing each of 
those five things. I enjoyed this project because it has allowed me to be 
creative and work individually on something fun. As a class it’s easy for 
us to get off task. None of us are afraid to make fun of ourselves or crack 
a joke when necessary, and so I am constantly smiling. On our way to 
tour a college, we make it our duty to engage in song or to snap candid 
pictures of people. It’s nice to see that we can all have such serious goals, 
but still laugh and have fun. Coming to Avid, I never would have guessed 
that so many other students are in the same position as I am in what I 
want to prove and accomplish. It’s important for me to be encouraged 
so I keep doing well, and I feel that a lot more students outside of Avid 
also feel that way, too. On graduation day, I want to be able to look back 
and say I did the best I could, and maybe Avid can help me to do that. I 
wouldn’t recommend this class to anyone looking for a study hall (Avid 
never permits you to do your homework while in class), and I definitely 
wouldn’t recommend the class to anyone unsure that they could take on 
another rigorous class.

--Jessi Ford
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New at Memorial: Avid Presidential Scholar Program
      One of the most prestigious and exclusive recognitions a high school 
student can receive is to become a Presidential Scholar. The Presiden-
tial Scholar program, established in 1964 by the executive order of the 
President of the United States, was established to honor some of the most 
talented graduating high school seniors in America.
      The selective process begins by choosing Presidential Candidates. All 
graduating high school seniors who are US citizens and have near perfect 
or perfect scores on either the SAT or ACT are automatically considered 
by the U.S Department of Education. The scores of the top 20 male and 
female students are used to determine the Presidential Candidates in each 
state.  The 20th male/female score is used as the cut off score, and when 
a tie occurs in cut off scores, more than 20 people of that gender are 
selected from that state. To be named a Presidential Candidate in Wiscon-
sin, an ACT score of 35.5 or a combined Critical Reading and Math score 
of around 1600 on the SAT was needed. There were approximately 30 
girls and 20 boys in Wisconsin chosen.
      But the work for these talented individuals does not stop at just 
obtaining extremely high standardized test scores. To be considered 
further, candidates must submit an extremely long and comprehensive 
application, (like college applications all over again), with multiple thou-
sand-character essays, self-assessments, secondary school reports, and 
transcripts. From the candidates, approximately 500-some are chosen as 
semi-finalists through a rigorous evaluation of their applications, focus-
ing on academic achievement, personal characteristics, leadership, and 
service activities.
      Then in May, the Commission on Presidential Scholars selects 121 
students to be Presidential Scholars. One girl and one boy are chosen 
from each state, D.C., Puerto Rico, and families abroad. In addition, there 
are another 15 students chosen at large. These scholars get an all-expense 
paid trip to Washington D.C. to meet President Obama, various govern-
ment officials, authors, scientists, and other accomplished people. They 
also are awarded the Presidential Scholars medallion at a ceremony in the 
White House.
      Memorial has had candidates, semifinalists, and finalists in the past. 
And this year is definitely no exception. Memorial has three presidential 
candidates: Valerie Shen, Laurel Hamers, and Jane Lee. All three are 
exceptional and hard-working students who all labored through the inten-
sive candidate/semifinalist applications; each spending around 20 hours 
on it!
      Best of luck to Valerie, Laurel, and Jane when semifinalists are cho-
sen in Mid-April!

--Michelle Yang

 Memorial High School Rummage & Bake Sale
Memorial Field House

Saturday, April 17, 2010
8:00am- 1:00pm 

Sponsored by the Memorial High School Parent Teacher Student Organi-
zation, proceeds will support the “JMM Clothing Closet”, Student educa-

tional opportunities and students in need.
We hope to see you there!

In addition to shopping at our sale, we encourage and invite donated 
items for the sale. The PTSO will accept all gently used clothing, house-

hold items, books, toys and games. We will NOT accept electronics, 
computers, appliances, large furniture or baby cribs and baby car seats.

Mr. Sullivan, social studies teacher, has graciously donated $1000 in col-
lectibles and memorabilia, all proceeds from the sale will go to the Cloth-

ing Closet. Students will sell coffee and breakfast items.
Schedule of Rummage Sale drop-off times:

Thursday, April 15: 12:00pm-6:30pm
Friday, April 16: 7:00am-6:30pm

Please take items directly to Memorial Field House, 201 S Gammon Rd, 
attached to North side of Memorial High School.

Volunteers needed , contact Susan Sunde at 233-7012,ssunde@hotmail.com



HEALTH 
CLASS 

PLACEMENT 
CHANGES

 
 There will be some major 
changes in Memorial High School 
next year.  One of these changes 
is the movement of the mandatory 
health class from ninth grade to 
tenth grade.  This idea first came 
about when a recommendation for 
the movement came to Memorial’s 
principal, Bruce Dahmen.  Faced 
with this advice, coupled with a 
survey of ninth grade health staff, 
which showed that they recom-
mended that health be moved to 
tenth grade, Mr. Dahmen went to 
the school district, which granted 
the change.  Memorial is the only 
school in the Madison school 
district so far to have this change.  
The decision to approve this move 
has taken place for several reasons, 
as I found out when I talked to Mr. 
Dahmen.  First of all, 9th grade 
health staff and many parents of 
freshmen felt that the addition of 
health, another academic class, to 
other math, science, English, his-
tory, and foreign language classes 
would be too much for freshmen 
to handle, especially in mak-
ing such a major transition from 
middle school to high school.  This 
problem became evident with the 
disturbingly large number of fresh-
men who failed health class in the 
past, largely due to maturity issues 
in being unable to take responsi-
bility for their homework load by 
themselves.  By moving mandatory 
ninth grade health to tenth grade, 
Mr. Dahmen and the health teach-
ers hope to reduce failures in the 
class and improve overall perfor-
mance.  Another reason for mov-
ing health to tenth grade is to free 
up a period slot in the schedule so 
that freshmen can take a class of 
their choice, instead of having very 
little say in choosing the classes 
that they feel would start out high 
school well for them.  In addition, 
there has been an improvement in 
middle school health, which has 
rendered two consecutive years of 
health relatively unneeded, and au-
thorities have decided that it is bet-
ter to resume the teaching of health 
in tenth grade.  There are many 
advantages to moving ninth grade 
health to tenth grade.  However, 
what about the disadvantages?  Ac-
cording to Mr. Dahmen, this move 
has virtually no negative impacts.  
That’s a change we could all live 
with.

--Will Xiang
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- - - - - - CUT OUT AND POST ON YOUR MIRROR SO YOU DON’T FORGET!! - - - - - - - 

ARTIST OF THE MONTH: Daniel Watson
 Art in the life of Daniel was all around. His father (a profetional painter) has filled the Watson house 
hold with sureal images, giving Daniel constant insperation and tons of drive to create all kinds of art. Whether 
it be through charcoal portraits and finger paintings to playing guitar in the new band the “The Stick Up Kids“ 
playing in the Battle of the Bands this Friday.
 Daniel plans on keeping all kinds of art in his life as long as he can, but dose not plan in an artistick ca-
reer. Like his father always said, “you won’t get very far if you dont watch how far you have gone,“ learn from 
your mistakes and victories and never give up in what you believe in.

       Drama, Debate, and Forensics (DDAF) is 
one of the biggest clubs at Memorial, with over 100 
members. It is also requires an immense amount of 
dedication and time. The biggest of the three sectors 
of DDAF is forensics, with around 70 competitors. 
Forensics is a competition with individuals competing 
in different events spanning the areas of public speak-
ing, acting, and interpretation. In Wisconsin, there 
are 19 different events to compete in, ranging from 
extemporaneous speaking to oratory to play acting to 
solo acting humorous. The State forensics tournament 
is the biggest, most competitive, high-stakes tourna-
ment of the year hosted at Ripon College on April 
17th of this year.
 Memorial’s forensics team has done excep-
tionally well in the past ever since current head coach, 
Thomas Hardin, took over almost 10 years ago. In 
the past 8 years, we have won 6 state championships, 

the latest in 2009, and won 2nd and 3rd the other two 
years. Memorial is a forensicating powerhouse that 
is greatly respected across the state. In the past two 
years, out of all the forensics tournaments Memorial 
has attended, we have only gotten 2nd at two, win-
ning all others. Nonetheless, Memorial faces competi-
tion from Brookfield East High School and Appleton 
East High School. The biggest battle of all ensues at 
the State tournament, where each school is limited to 
bringing only their top 25 entries, meaning the best 
of the best from every school are pitted against each 
other to compete for both individual and team state 
championship titles.
 On March 23rd, during the regular, manda-
tory Tuesday DDAF meeting, a theater full of anxious 
students held their breath. The four main coaches- 
Thomas Hardin, Timothy Scheffler, David Olson, 
and Andrew Gordon- discussed and argued for hours 

Memorial Announces State Forensics Team



Elements of Reform
      When Secretary Arne Duncan introduced the “Race to the Top” 
education grant promising a threshold in education reform this summer, 
Fareed Zakaria’s words in The Post-American World rung in my head: 
“Look around. The world’s tallest building is in Taipei, and will soon 
be in Dubai. Its largest publicly traded company is in Beijing. The big-
gest movie industry is Bollywood, not Hollywood.” Indeed, the era we 
are entering is an era marked by the rise of the rest. The United States is 
no longer dominating every one of the categories previously mentioned. 
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development reports 
that the U.S. is nowhere near the top of nations examined in education, 
another field we once dominated. While relatively small by Washington 
standards, the incentive for schools to improve, proposed by the Obama 
administration, is already leading states to adopt a handful of reforms.
      Wisconsin submitted its first “Race to the Top” application earlier 
this year, focusing on unique strategies to address education in three key 
areas: early childhood development, the achievement drop off between 
middle school and high school and developing good teachers and princi-
pals. Recently, however, Wisconsin Governor Jim Doyle announced that 
Wisconsin will not receive federal education money through the “Race 
to the Top” program. It is a program that would have awarded Wisconsin 
schools $254 million. Although this is unfortunate, educators still hope to 
continue to improve the quality of education.
      “Race to the Top” requires that states conform to the guidelines set by 
President Obama and Education Secretary Arne Duncan, which includes:
•Tying teacher and principal pay – and school assignments – to student 
test scores.
•Adopting internationally benchmarked academic standards.
•Turning around their lowest-performing schools.
•Building long-term student tracking systems.
•Loosening legal caps on the number of charter schools that states allow 
each year.
      With these nitty-gritty details in mind, we may be able to come back 
and compete effectively in a truly post-American world against rising 
nations.

By Tenzin Lendey
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Ideas That Work: The Aspen 
Ideas Festival and Volunteerism

       For most of my life, I believed anything 
appearing “too-good-to-be-true” probably was. 
The Bezos Scholars Program at the Aspen 
Ideas Festival seemed like one of these situa-
tions. A week long, all-expense-paid trip to a 
gathering of the world’s greatest thinkers? That 
would definitely fall into the impossibly perfect 
category. But after imagining myself convers-
ing with people such as Arne Duncan or Sandra 
Day O’Conner, I decided that while this par-
ticular opportunity might be “too-good-to-be-
true,” it was definitely “too-good-to-miss.” So I 
applied, and was selected as one of twelve 2009 
Bezos Scholars. Mr. Arneson and I attended 
the Aspen Ideas Festival last summer, and will 
be hosting a Local Ideas Festival at Memorial 
High School on Thursday, April 15th during 6th 
and 7th hour. *(See details at end of article)*
       “Inspired thinking in an idyllic set-
ting.” A fitting slogan for a truly inspired event. 
Once I saw my Aspen Ideas Festival schedule, 
I realized the experience would exceed even 
my greatest expectations. This year’s focus 
was “Ideas That Work,” making impossibly 
perfect ideas into reality. Each meal involved 
small-group conversations with notables or 
discussions with other students regarding the 
day’s events. Every speaker bore an impres-
sive resume, but more importantly, they all had 
innovative ideas about tackling 21st century 
challenges. The most exciting and thought-
provoking presentations were given not by 
the faces that frequent our televisions screens, 
but by those whose existence I was previously 
unaware of. I listened to everyone - from entre-
preneurs to politicians to professors - discuss 
issues ranging from Middle-East Peace to edu-

cational innovation.
       The Aspen Ideas Festival was especially 
memorable because as a Bezos Scholar, I was 
encouraged to hold conversations with a variety 
of influential figures. The twelve scholars and 
twelve teachers had a meeting with Secretary 
of Education Arne Duncan, where he asked for 
our thoughts regarding American education. 
Other small group discussions generated oppor-
tunities for us to learn about the various paths 
people took towards 
success. Ishmael 
Beah, author of A 
Long Way Gone, 
told us about his 
experiences during 
the war in Sierra 
Leone, as well as 
his transition into 
American society. 
Social entrepre-
neurs such as Blake 
Mycoskie of TOM’s 
shoes shared stories 
regarding found-
ing companies that 
can be financially 
sustainable while 
providing benefits to society, or “do well while 
doing good.” We heard Thomas Friedman’s 
explanation of the thought process that occurs 
before he writes each column, synthesizing 
multiple ideas into one cohesive argument. 
The purpose of all this was to help us unlock 
unexplored avenues of thought. Mike Bezos, 
one of the program’s main sponsors, accurately 
described the week as an experience similar to 
“drinking from a fire hose.”
       That week, I repeatedly heard ideas 

capable of overcom-
ing 21st century 
challenges. It was 
a testament to the 

power of combined knowledge and innova-
tion, but also a reminder of the work necessary 
to transform theories into reality. Part of my 
job as a Bezos Scholar is to share my ideas by 
hosting a Local Ideas Festival that mirrors the 
Aspen Ideas Festival not in scope but in spirit. 
The Ideas Festival Mr. Arneson and I have put 
together focuses on encouraging all of you 
to take full advantage of opportunities, to be 
engaged citizens, and to utilize the countless 

opportunities to improve both our com-
munities and ourselves. Nicholas Wag-
ner, a Representative from the United 
Way, will speak about creative volun-
teer opportunities available in the area. 
Denny Roark, a representative from the 
University of Wisconsin, will discuss 
how actively volunteering can make 
you more prepared for the future and 
assist in the college application process. 
While many elements of the Aspen Ideas 
Festival were incredibly memorable, 
the presentation that impacted me most 
showcased the volunteer work of aver-
age teenagers and young adults. I hope 
that after this presentation, you too will 
do more to help the community. The 
Bezos Scholars Program taught me that 

success comes from a desire to grasp even the 
smallest of chances and make the impossible 
possible. Each and every one of you can make 
a difference. 
 * This Ideas Festival will take place on 
Thursday, April 15th in the auditorium. The 
same presentation will occur twice, so you can 
attend either 6th or 7th hour. Please ask your 
teachers for a pass to attend, or encourage them 
to bring the entire class! This is a great way to 
find out more about volunteer work, and as an 
added incentive we will be handing out wrist-
bands and raffling off door prizes! *

--Valerie Shen



Astrological Horoscope
Disclaimer: These horoscopes are for entertainment purposes only. The 
Sword & Shield will not be held responsible for anyone who believes 
they can defy the laws of physics or makes an idiot out of themselves. 
We will also not be held responsible for any false predictions. We will, 
however, take full credit for any predictions that do come true. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Focus on your career goal. You should also take advantage 
of help and advice available to you.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Insecurity threatens you this month. You might face some 
disappointments. Although these will be hurt, stay instruc-
tive and find out where you need to develop. There will be 
an opportunity to try again once you get wiser and more 
prepared. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
This is the month you build on your experience and under-
stand a greater depth of responsibility.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Your domestic life can also bring great satisfaction. By tak-
ing your time and carrying out plans with your loved ones, 
you will be pleased with what you accomplish

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Hmm…This is a very interesting month for you. If there is 
any interesting thing that appeals to you, it is important that 
you let others know.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Communication! It is important that you speak to those who 
can help when you are worried or upset. Doing something 
worthwhile can bring you considerable personal pleasure. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)
Everything is about money.  

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
You will appreciate the support from those around you, 
although you need to be prepared to ask for help when you 
need it.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
You will find a circle of friends not only for fun but also for 
talking and sharing your thoughts

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
You will find that getting involved in new activities can 
bring you a chance to meet others like you.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
You will be apt to purchase certain items and pursue interests 
but watch your spending by planning and saving!!

Pisces (Feb 19 - March 20)
This month will bring many social opportunities and conse-
quently, your circle of friends and acquaintances will in-
crease. Your interests and social life will bring pleasure and 
fun.

By: Joan Kim

Everything you wanted to know (and more) 
about Zombie Movies             

 Do you like zombie movies? I love zombie movies! Some people 
have Twilight, others have Harry Potter, I have Dawn of the Dead. Like 
any true fan of the genre, I embrace everything about classic zombie 
movies. As many of you probably have noticed, one essential aspect of 
a classic zombie film is the complete lack of originality in the plot. In 
1968, a visionary director named George Romero wrote the first and last 
plot line for this auspicious genre. Many have speculated that a set of 
rules could be derived from several of these reliable clichés. When Zom-
bieland was advertised as a movie formed explicitly around these rules, 

fans like me sprinted to the theater.           
 Before I begin, let me just say that I loved this movie. However, 
I don’t necessarily agree with all the rules developed throughout. To 
refresh your memory, they are as follows:
1. Cardio
2. Double Tap
3. Beware of bathrooms
4. Seat belts
7. Travel light
17. (Don’t) be a hero
18. Limber up
22. Plan your escape (when in doubt, know your way out)
31. Check the back seat
32. Enjoy the little things            
 To accurately assess rules, it is essential that we explore the plot 
motifs that these rules are derived from. Probably the most important 
circumstance you face in your would-be zombie apocalypse is the breed 
of zombie you’re dealing with. For the most part, zombie types are a 
trade-off between speed and intelligence. There are the smart and slow 
zombies that are fairly rare and only really seen when dark magic or 
demons are involved. Dumb and fast zombies are more common and 
can be seen in movies such as 28 Days Later and in the video games like 
Left 4 Dead. Dumb and slow zombies are by far the most widespread, 
mostly because they are the least threatening and therefore more conve-
nient for a “survival” plot-line. I personally, have never seen smart and 
fast zombies, probably because it would then be nearly impossible for 
any character to survive the entire movie. This is where the first rule of 
Zombieland comes in. Regardless of your breed of zombie, “cardio” is 
an excellent rule. However, if you are dealing with the fast/dumb breed 
of zombie, the chances you’ll outrun them is slim… unless you’re a very 
particular character within the plot, which brings me to my next point.           
 There are some very clearly defined roles within any zombie film. 
First and foremost is the “gun-toting hero”. This guy has three basic 
jobs: to protect the protagonist, kick a lot of zombie butt, and look re-
ally cool doing it. In an overwhelming number of cases, this character is 
either ex-military, black, or both. While I’m not sure why this is true, my 
guess is that there needs to be some explanation for why the character 
kicks so much butt. Logically, he either has former military training, or 
he’s from the ghetto of some violent city. His ethnicity might also have 
to do with the almost supernatural qualities of black characters in all 
zombie movies. Possibly to counter horror films, all black characters (in-
cluding black zombies) are substantially more competent during zombie 
apocalypses and survive much longer. Unfortunately, while the gun-tot-
ing hero will live until near the end of the film, he is destined to sacrifice 
himself in a blaze of glory and be ripped apart by hundreds of the undead 
in a feeding frenzy.           
 The second essential character in any zombie movie is the “hot 
chick”. The hot chick is, well, a hot chick. Her job is to provide the pro-
tagonist with a romantic interest and the audience with some eye candy 
amidst all the blood and gore. The essential rule for this character is that 
she MUST live until the end. If the film ends with characters alive, she 
will be one of them.            
 Lastly, the protagonist is the main character, not necessarily 
because the plot revolves around him, but because he’s the one the audi-
ence is supposed to relate to. He’s generally a young and frightened male 

who just wants to get home to see his parents. This 
character’s only job is to do whatever it is we hope 

we would do in the same circumstance. Just like 
the hot chick, the protagonist must live to the 

end, or at least longer than the other charac-
ters. It’s here that it makes sense to address 

the “Travel Light” rule. This is an obvious 
must for anyone in any zombie-induced 
crisis. If you bring family or friends, they 
are going to die, and you will die trying 
to save them. The only person you can 
become attached to is the hot chick, 
because she’s the only person who’s 
going to survive as long as you do.           
 Which brings me to rule #17: 

(Don’t) be a hero. In Zombieland, 
Columbus begins with this rule and 
then changes it to “Be a hero”. While I 
can see his point, this rule needs some 
clarification. When Columbus decided 
to be a hero, it was to save Wichita. 
This decision is alright because, as 
the hot chick she was destined to 
survive the movie, meaning that 
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Zombies, continued from page 6

Doodles

by Jenna Youngwood

AP Study Tips
    As spring rolls around, 
we are greeted with the smell 
of flowers, the warm sun on our 
faces, and…what is that? AP 
Exams? Yes, that’s right. Instead 
of hearing the cheerful songs of 
robins, we are surrounded by 
the desperate wails of students 
as they frantically try to study 
for these tedious, two-hour long, 
$100 tests. Some unfortunate stu-
dents are even taking more than 
one! But no worries—(by) using 
these study skills (compiled from 
AP test-takers’ past experiences), 
you can increase your score and 
hopefully save money when you 
go to college.
   1. Start early. Even though there 
are quite a few weeks until the ex-
ams, start studying NOW. The ex-
ams will cover everything you’ve 
learned so far in your AP class, so 
you will need all the time you can 
get to study.
   2. Make review sheets. Instead 
of trying to read and re-read your 
entire notebook and textbook, 
write review sheets covering the 
basics of each unit. This will 
make studying much easier and 
quicker. Plus, writing the reviews 
helps you study!
   3. Take breaks. When you are 
studying, take 10-minutes break 
every 45 minutes or so and have a 
snack and a drink. Listen to your 
iPod. Go on Facebook. Doing so 
will keep you from getting too 
bored or exhausted.
   4. Create study groups. Working 
with friends is always more fun. 
Answer each other’s questions 
and check up on notes you may 
have missed. Make it a potluck—
have everybody bring some 
snacks and music. Just make sure 
that you don’t get distracted until 
after you’re all done studying!
   5. Stay calm. Worrying about 
how you will do on your test does 
not help at all! If you’re feeling 
frantic or confused, talk to your 
teacher, other students, or a tutor 
about your questions. And again, 
take breaks frequently while 
studying so that you’re not over-
worked.
   6. Buy AP Exam books. Ama-
zon.com and bookstores like 
Barnes & Nobles carry tons of 
books that you can use to study 
for AP exams with. Talk to your 
teacher about brands that they 
recommend—the most popular 
ones are Barron’s or Princeton 
Review. Make sure you use these 
books—they help prepare you 
for the exam with tons of practice 
questions and notes.
   7. Reward yourself. After the 
exam is over, go out to eat with 
your friends—you’ll usually have 
about an hour after the exam to 
unwind. Have lunch at Noodles or 
Rosati’s and relax—you deserve 
it!

By Catherine Turng
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Columbus’ rescue attempt was bound to be successful. 
So in full, the rule ought to be: “Don’t be a hero for 
anyone besides the hottest chick in your group.” Fol-
low that, and you’ll be fine.           
 Another very important part of any zombie 
movie is the clichéd events in the plot. Without at least 
a few of these occurring, it’s just not a zombie movie. 
First off, once the zombie apocalypse occurs, all sur-
vivors instantly know how to shoot a gun and shoot 
it well. I personally love the instant transformation 
frequently made by the hot chick once she’s handed a 
weapon. Her tutorial begins with the question “which 
one’s the trigger?” and ends thirty seconds later with 
her getting perfect head-shots on zombies running 50 
yards away.            
 Next, and very importantly, if you’re ever 
caught in a zombie outbreak, the “hide the bite” cliché 
will occur. No matter what, someone in your group 
will always get bitten, hide the bite, and then proceed 
to turn into a zombie at the least opportune moment- 
regardless of how long it conventionally takes to turn 
into a zombie. Even if most people turn into zombies 
moments after being bitten, that virus will lay dormant 
in your friend’s arm for days, just waiting for the worst 
possible moment to break loose. My advice? After 
each encounter with a horde of zombies, have every-
one show you their arms. If someone looks like they 
may have been bitten, shoot them between the eyes. 
Although it sounds barbaric, there is a 90% chance that 
whoever hides their bite will kill your gun-toting hero 
and then you’re screwed.           
 An absolute staple of zombie movies is the 
sudden attack from behind. No matter where you are, 
always assume there is a slow-moving, but witty, 
zombie hiding behind you. Zombies jumping out of 
closets, or smashing through windows, is the #1 cause 
of death in zombie movies. In the same vein, while 
zombies may be mushy rotten corpses, keep in mind 
that they have a knack for smashing through any door 
or boarded up window put in their path. These two im-
mutable factors serve as support for rule #22: “When 
in doubt, know your way out”. The ability to quickly 
exit any enclosed, zombie-infested space will be key to 
your survival. This also provides support for rule #31: 
“Check the backseat”, as your car is an excellent place 
for such an unexpected attack.  
 So now that you know what you’re dealing 
with, let’s cover how to deal with it. If you plan to 
survive a day in zombie-land, you’re going to need 
a weapon. Luckily, on top of magically being able to 

wield any weapon you come across, certain weapons 
have magical qualities as well. First the basics: any 
and all blunt objects will serve you well. Regardless of 
how long the corpse has been deceased, zombie flesh 
always has the consistency of green Jell-O with banana 
slices. Not only will a tire iron allow you to smash a 
skull or two, but often will enable you to actually slice 
a zombie in half.            
 Next is a classic, the shotgun. The benefits of 
this are obvious; with high stopping power and a large 
spread, you’ll be able to fend off a horde of brain-eat-
ers with ease.            
 My personal favorite weapon is the chainsaw. 
While initially this seems foolish, since it’s an un-
wieldy close-quarters weapon, chainsaws have a calm-
ing effect on zombies. You’ll find that zombies seem 
unable to lunge forward the few inches necessary to 
bite you as long as you’re holding a chainsaw. In short, 
chainsaws seem to emit a magical zombie force-field, 
allowing you to be surrounded by hundreds of zom-
bies, without risking a single nibble.            
 Lastly, fire is incredibly effective against large 
quantities of the undead. Once a human becomes 
a zombie, they begin to sweat kerosene. Even the 
slightest spark will send these demons screaming and 
running haphazardly in the wrong direction. That be-
ing said, Molotov cocktails and flame-throwers are 
especially damaging as zombies transfer the flames 
amongst each other.           
 As you’ve seen, most of the rules of Zom-
bieland have my full support, however, a few I cannot 
understand. I cannot think of a single movie in which 
I’ve seen an attack in a bathroom, nor can I think of 
a scene in which seat belts came in handy. “Limber 
up” seems like a fine idea, although I don’t think it’s 
important enough to be a rule, survivors never seem 
to show fatigue. Finally, I’m going to leave #32 alone. 
I doubt it has anything to do with zombie movies, but 
rather supplemented the plot of this specific movie.           
 Lastly, I wish to leave you all with my personal 
list of “Must See Zombie Movies”:
 Dawn of the Dead, Day of the Dead, Land of 
the Dead, Evil Dead 2, Undead, Diary of the Dead, 
28 Days Later, 28 Weeks Later, Braindead (aka Dead 
Alive), Shaun of the Dead, Resident Evil, Dead Snow 
(Nazi zombies!), Re-animator, Zombi, and FIDO.
 With any luck, I’ll make true fans out of you 
all.

--Brendan Caldwell



 The following is a short play. It is being considered for the state 
forensics team this year. Forensics is competitive speaking and acting. 
There are many different categories including interpretation pieces and 
speeches. This would fall under the interpretation category. 

STOP IT by Greta Irwin 
 I have been going to Camp Hope for seven years now. I used 
to go as a kid and now I’m a counselor. I like it- I mean what else is a 
college kid supposed o do with her summer other than work with kids 
that have tourettes syndrome? I mean it’s totally fun to be called random 
names and remember to give everyone their medicine or you’ll be fired. 
But if you want to know the honest truth, I don’t do it for the kids. I do 
it because it is my only opportunity to see Joel. I mean sure, there are 70 
pre-adolescents running around with neurological tics… but hey, a girl’s 
gotta do what a girl’s gotta do.  
-----
 Don’t get me wrong, I do love hanging out with the kids and 
watching them experience a place where they don’t get stared at. This 
year I’m in charge of eight 10 year olds. 
-----
Alex: Hello, my name is Alex Kristopolous and I have tourettes syn-
drome. I have had it since I was small. I like to go to camp because it lets 
me play with kids that are just like me. Sometimes when I am at school 
people stare but no one stares here and I also like Sophie because she is 
nice.  
Meredith: My name is Meredith and sometimes people ask me if I can 
fly since one of my tics is flapping my arms, and I’m like no… that is just 
something I do and I can’t help it. Now go jump off a cliff. 
Peter: My name is Peter Kovach and I, CRAP, sometimes blurt out things 
that I don’t mean. What I have is not contagious. Like if I, CRAP, shook 
you hand you would not get tourettes. I am not trying to be, CRAP, 
CRAP, CRAP, trying to say mean things, it just happens. So again, 
CRAP, I don’t mean what I say. 
-----
 After we went through all of our introductions it was time for 
lunch. Now, camp lunch is a monumental occasion. All of the kids sit 
together and all of the counselors sit at a table to themselves. We share 
stories about the kids and funny things that someone has said. Oh, please 
know that I am the only one of the counselors that actually has tourettes 
and while my tics have certainly slowed down since childhood, I am the 
only counselor that has actually gone through what there kids have ex-
perienced… are experiencing. Lunch is also great because I get to physi-
cally plant myself next to Joel.  
-----
 I met Joel when we were both first year counselors. I had pretty 
much grown out of my more embarrassing tic’s at that point so when I 
started yelping I knew there was something special about him.  
S: Hey Joel, how have you kids been doing?
J: Not bad, they’ve calmed down a lot now that they’ve settled in, so a 
lot of their tic’s aren’t going off so often. You okay?
S: Cool, yeah, I’m fine… hey since our groups are almost the same age 
we should definitely hand out more.
J: Yeah, definitely… that would take some of the pressure off… you 
know…
S: Yeah, that would be great. Plus I think a girl in my group has a crush 
on a boy in your group.
J: (acting like he didn’t hear her) I mean not that I can’t handle all of 
theses kids on my own- it’s just that two counselors is better than one

S: Yeah… I totally see your point. 
-----
 And so there began the summer of long walks by the lake. New 
conversations about what’s happening in Chicago with Joel- trying to be 
a musician. And then we’d talk about me at school. Joel, apparently just 
got out of a long relationship with a girl named Alison. He even wrote 
a song about her, titled “Never Again.” Clever. So obviously he doesn’t 
have a girlfriend- so this summer is my chance. 
 Later that night our groups had a cookout together instead of 
going to the dining hall. The kids were playing charades, and Joel and I 
were able to sit far enough away that we could get close. I loved how he 
disregarded my own little tics… it was like he didn’t even notice… he 
just liked me. Peter was up there trying to portray Harry Potter when he 
fell off his broom and stumbled toward the fire, catching himself just in 
time. I ran over and saw that he had scared himself so badly that he was 
crying and shaking.
 “I’m ok CRAP Sophie CRAP, I’m fine. It’s no CRAP big deal. 
Don’t worry about CRAP, CRAP, CRAP, me.” 
 I looked back at Joel to tell him that I was talking Peter away 
from the group to calm down… and saw him laughing- covering up 
his face with his shirt over the whole situation. I froze. I couldn’t wrap 
my mind around what was happening… I must have missed something 
because it couldn’t possibly be what it seemed like. Peter’s whimpering 
brought me back to reality and I grabbed his hand and started toward the 
lodge. 
-----
After everyone was put to bed, I met Joel at our usual place and time.  
J: “Hey Soph, where have you been? I totally covered for you and put all 
you kids to bed.”
S: I was taking care of Peter.
J: Oh yeah… that was hilarious.
S: what was hilarious?
J: Sophie… don’t you get the feeling that some of the time the kids use 
their tics for fun? Like they’re faking it some of the time? Shouting 
things out for attention or for the chance to swear at counselors? Seri-
ously, if they really wanted to, couldn’t they just stop it?
S: Are you serious?
J: Well, yeah… I mean think about it…
S: (Cuts him off) This is a syndrome, a neurological disorder, not some 
sort of switch that you can flip on and off. See, and now I’m getting 
all mad so my tics are starting to show again. These kids look at you, I 
looked at you, as a normal guy who could possibly accept them for the 
way in which they are. But, you are just as bad as those bullies at school 
that laugh and point fingers at them all day. Actually, you’re worse- 
you’re a hypocrite. Do you sit around and laugh at me too? Do you point 
and laugh at the girl who is probably JUST FAKING IT? AM I JUST 
TRYING TO GET ATTENTION JOEL? I CAN’T STOP IT… I CAN’T 
JUST MAKE THESE TICS GO AWAY… AND EVEN IF I COULD I 
WOULDN’T. I am who I am…. 
-----
 For the last few weeks of camp I did my best to avoid Joel at all 
costs… I started ticking whenever I was around him again… but for an 
entirely different reason. And camp west on as camp usually does. Some 
kid cries uncontrollably because they are homesick, some older campers 
make out under the bridge, and we sing the same songs and play the same 
games. But the one thing that wasn’t the same this year at Camp Hope 
was me. At the closing assembly all the counselors get a few minutes to 
say goodbye. I was looking out at the crowd and I was seeing a lot of the 
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over who to pick for the state team, taking into 
consideration factors such as dedication, abil-
ity, adaptability, personality, seniority, type of 
event, etc. Before Mr. Hardin announced the 
state team, he spoke on the issue of having 
class. He said he understood that some will 
be disappointed that they’re not on the state 
team, but it would be extremely classless not 
to applaud and be happy for those exceptional 
teammates that will represent Memorial at 
state. Team unity is prevalent within Memorial 
forensics program. Those talented forensicators 
all want one thing. They all have one common 
goal: another state championship. “It’s about 
the team!” exclaimed Hardin.
 And with those classy words, he an-
nounced the team that will represent Memo-
rial to hopefully win a 7th state championship. 
Memorial will send:

--In Demonstration Speaking: Daniel Ma (and 
partner Christina Ma), Mallory Durlauf (and 
partner Eric Larson)
--In Duo Interpretation: Tyler Hohlstein & 
Molly Kunz
--In Extemporaneous Speaking: Valerie Shen, 
Yi Yi, Michelle Yang, Abhilash Sandireddy
--In Four Minute Speaking: Tenzin Lendey
--In Oratory: Priya Kalluri
--In Prose: Toast Reinemann, Jarrell Montgom-
ery, Jaclynn Joslin, Natalie Annis
--In Poetry: Rosa Edwards
--In Play Acting: Morgan Valley & Daniel Leit-
ermann, Josh Tenenbaum & Treccy Marquardt-
Thomas, Kelsey Yudice & Charles Xu
--In Public Address: Arjun Seshadri
--In Radio Speaking: Pamela Gu
--In Solo Acting Serious: Sarah Arbaje, Teja 
Vemuganti

--In Special Occasion Speaking: Cassie Kohrs, 
Catherine Turng, Brendan Caldwell
--In Story Telling: Ellen Disch
 But just because these 25 entries are 
now on Memorial’s rigorous forensics State 
team does not mean they can slack off. In fact, 
they need to do the exact opposite since they are 
nowhere close to being done; they must coach 
constantly over the next 3 weeks, spring break 
included, for at least 8 hours to be prepared for 
State. In addition, on the night of both April 
14th and 15th, also known as the “Nights of En-
tertainment”, they are required to perform and 
showcase their abilities to their peers, teachers, 
family members, and community. Come, watch, 
and support your fellow classmates!
 Best of luck to these talented 25 indi-
viduals! Represent Memorial well! DTFS!



At UWM, we make all the awesome opportunities of a 
world-class research university affordable. You’ll study and 
intern with the people who are shaping the world through
innovation. And you can live in a 24/7, big-city setting—
just blocks from Lake Michigan.

To schedule a campus tour and learn more about our full-ride 
scholarships, visit uwm.edu.

Awesome.
Affordable.SM

Musician of the Month
Interview with Michael Li

 Every month, the Sword & Shield will feature a musician of the 
month. If you want to be or know someone who would like to be the 
next Musician of the Month, please contact the Sword & Shield at jmms-
wordn.shield@gmail.com This month, the Sword & Shield was able to 
interview Michael Li, a current junior at Memorial High. For more infor-
mation, look up Studio 608 on Facebook.
S&S: To start off with, what instruments do you play?
ML: I started piano when I was in first grade. I started the clarinet in 
sixth grade for band, and the guitar last year for fun. 
S&S: What type of music do you like? 
ML: I like just about anything, any genre, because genres…they don’t 
really exist to me. I feel like music scores are the best though, substance-
wise. 
S&S: Is music just a hobby, or something you see yourself doing in the 
future?
ML: A future, yeah. I feel like it’s the only thing I’d enjoy doing for a 
living. 
S&S: Where do you find inspiration for your music?
ML: It just comes to me. I don’t set out to compose something…it just 
happens. 
S&S: What type of music do you generally compose?
ML: I’m really flexible, but usually I make something instrumental, like 
musical scores. 
S&S: How did you get started with composing?
ML: I just started with piano, and once I got more used to it, I started 
experimenting – you know, creating my own stuff. I just started making 
my own stuff, like this summer. I’m kind of lazy with it (laughs). 
S&S: What kind of equipment do you use?
ML: I don’t really have the proper equipment, so it’s been kind of hard. 
I use a program called Fruity Loops Studio though…yeah, I’m serious. 
That’s the name. 
S&S: Do you perform regularly? 
ML: No, but I’m forming a quintet with Max Butler, Amber Scarbor-
ough, Claire Godfrey, and Andrew Melotte. 
S&S: Cool, is this going to be an official thing? 
ML: No. I don’t do that (laughs). This is a one time thing; we’re playing 
this one song from the Legend of Zelda (laughs)…the one with the forest 
scene. We’re going to some festival to perform. 
S&S: Like a video game festival? 
ML: No! It’s some sort of music festival (laughs). 
S&S: Can you give us an example of the music you write?
ML: Well…you know our school bells? I just made on based off of that. 
You know, ‘There’s one minute. Don’t be late.’ Yeah, it’s really corny 
(laughs).

--Nancy Gu

MUSIC REVIEW
 Local band Kick Back’s new CD Hometown Hijinks has come 
out more than seven months after I photographed them. The band, mostly 
comprised of Memorial graduates, has faced a round of issues, like most 
bands; but this CD is definitely a triumph that they can put under their 
belt. This new punk-pop band’s sound is as unique as it is familiar. I 
would definitely recommend Hometown Hijinks to fans of Blink-182 (es-
pecially of their older works) – not to say that they sound just like Blink-
182, but their sound is close enough to Blink-182’s albums Buddha and 
Cheshire Cat for any fan of their muse to be pleasantly surprised at their 
skill. Hometown Hijinks’ lyrics speak to the hearts of teenagers, relating 
stories of love, a desperate urge to escape from a small town, and other 
situations that we can all relate to. Hometown Hijinks not only has a fun 
vibe, but has a heart and soul that speaks to everyone. 
 Kick Back will be playing at the Loft on Saturday, April 24th 
from 6:30-10:30; tickets will be on sale at the Loft’s website: tkgmusic-
group.com. Tickets are $6.00 in advance and $8.00 at the door. This show 
will also feature Now You Have Audio, Single Serving Friends, Friday 
All Summer and Green Means Go. On April 26th their CD will be sold 
at our very own school store for $10. So come to their CD release show 
or pick Hometown Hijinks up at the school store. You won’t be disap-
pointed. 

--Holli Donovan
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kids crying. I remember being that kid who cried at camp, not because 
she was homesick… but because she didn’t want to go back and face 
reality. It was finally my turn to say my goodbye. 
 “Hey. Sorry, this is hard for me. I’ve never been good at good-
byes. I just want to let you all know that… that this camp means a lot 
to me. And I guess I always used to take it for granted. But, I have 
learned so much about myself here, especially in these past few weeks. 

You know, there are a lot of 
things right with me, and a lot 
of things wrong with me. The 
wrong include that I’m a terrible 
dancer; people say I run funny, 
I’ve never been kissed, and I 
have tourettes. And what’s right 
with me is that I’m ok with all 
of the things that are wrong with 
me. I just want to tell you that 
it’s okay to be different. Never 
say you’re sorry for being dif-
ferent- because I think you’re 
all pretty great just the way you 
are. Don’t let the bad guys win.” 
And I looked out at the audi-
ence and I saw Joel staring back 
at me and in that moment… I 
think he finally began to under-
stand.

STOP IT by Greta Irwin (continued from page 8)...



 Poms in Hollywood!
 Poms practice during summer means four hours of sweaty prac-
tice. Every day. At 8am (not to mention the practices full time during 
the rest of the year!) It is not easy and it takes a lot of committment, but 
this past summer it all payed off! The Memorial Pom sqaud’s funk (or 
hip-hop) team, a group of twelve girls, placed first at Badgerette’s Mid-
west Poms competition for the second time in three years. The first place 
team in the funk division is invited to California for something called the 
“Hollywood Adventure Tour.” 

 On 
March 11, 
seven of 
us girls 
flew into 
the LAX 
airport. 
From there, 
we went to 
directly to 
Universal 
Studios 
where we 
got to see 
sets from 
several 
movies! 

The rest of the trip was jam-packed: Disneyworld, Rodeo Drive, Santa 
Monica Pier and of course the beach! We even got to a dance class be-
hind-the-scenes at Disneyworld, and another crazy hip hop class at the 
prestigios dance studio, The Edge. The trip was tons of fun and we were 
all honored to be invited- it was a privlege and a blast!

-Kirsten Lee and Aubrey Fisher
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back to school
4th Quarter starts
Baseball@West
Softball vs.Verona

Baseball @Beloit
Tennis vs.Verona
Softball @Middleton
Soccer vs.Verona
Track&Field vs. Parker

Softball @SunPrairie
Baseball vs.Verona BATTLE ofthe BANDS

Girls Track & Field
ACT Exam

Sword&Shield

Sword&Shield

Baseball @Parker
Tennis @SunPrairie
Track&Field vs. Craig
Choirs Concert 7:30pm

softball@LaFollette
Art Klub

Art Klub

Sword&Shield
Softball vs.Craig

Track & Field
Baseball @SunPrairie
Boys Tennis@West
Jazz Concert 7:30pm

Boys Track @Craig
Girls Soccer @West
Girls Track JVinvite
Latino Parent Mtg.

Baseball vs.Middleton
Soccer@SunPrairie

Baseball vs.East
Soccer vs. Craig
Tennis vs.Craig
Softball @Verona

Tenis Spartan Invite
Softball vs. East

Softball@Beloit
Baseball vs.Craig
Grils Track & Field

8th Grade Shadow Day
Art Klub

PROM
SAT exam
Tennis@Beaver Dam
Girls Track&Field @
Baraboo Relays

Boys Track&Field @
Baraboo Relays

The Midterms Elections
 When we Americans hear the word “midterms”, we think of 
something related to the Senate or the House since we often hear the term 
“midterms” in the news. In order to understand national and state poli-
tics; however, it is necessary to understand what midterms actually are. 
To look at the condition of the midterms in terms of who will win which 
election will further help us understand American politics.  
 First of all, the midterms are elections for members of Congress. 
Each Senator has the ability to run and “re-earn” his position according 
to our democratic process. When the people of a certain district are upset 
or unhappy with a Senator or Representative’s progress or feel that an-
other candidate has much more ability to run the government, a Senator 
or Representative is usually removed from running in his/her respective 
district. After the 2008 election, for example, the midterms had the power 
to shift the balance of power in Congress. It changed the ratio of Demo-
crats to Republicans to 57 Democrats, 41 Republicans and two indepen-
dents who caucus or participate with the Democrats.  
  It is also necessary, however, to understand the current nature 
of the midterm elections. In the next midterm elections, the Republicans 
will gain much more power and political position because many people 
blame Mr. Obama. Many people blame Obama for not reducing unem-
ployment, not passing healthcare, and the recent bipolarization of the 
parties and political “gridlock” in Washington. Due to these recent de-
velopments, a large group of voters will identify the Democrats as fools 
who cannot be trusted with the reins of government, since the practical 
“representative” of the Democratic Party is Obama. Even the January 
21st edition of The Wall Street Journal states that although the Republi-
cans may not gain a supermajority (60-40) in Washington in the senate or 
the house, they will probably gain a majority or a political advantage if 
current problems do not change.  
 Midterms elections have significance on politics in the U.S, both 
related to domestic and foreign policy. President Obama must watch his 
grip on power. If he neglects the Republicans as a negligible party that is 
not a threat to his power, Obama will pay later.  

--Abhilash Sandireddy


